. Correlation, ρ, betweenfnat and five structural parameters compared with bias values, β. Correlation values are weighted according to substate populations [2] , whereas frustration biases are non-weighted. Statistically significant β values are indicated in bold (p < 0.005 according to permutation test). Cf. 
. Correlation, ρ, betweenfnat and five structural parameters compared with bias values, β. Correlation values are weighted according to substate populations [2] , whereas frustration biases are non-weighted. Statistically significant β values are indicated in bold (p < 0.005 according to permutation test). Cf. Fig. 5 Figure S1 . Implied Timescales. Ten slowest implied timescales as a function of lag time computed from MSMs constructed for each aggregate simulation. [3] . The resulting transition count matrix was symmetrized and edge weights were assigned based on corresponding distributions within observed networks. As in Fig. 1 , a single substate was then added to represent the entire native ensemble, and edges connecting the native and nonnative ensembles were introduced in accordance with their prevalence in the observed networks, c.f.
lnn→n lnn in Table 2 . Native ensemble self transitions were assigned to equate with total intra-ensemble transitions from the native ensembles in the observed networks. The resulting transition count matrix then underwent the perturbation process in Methods to yieldfnat values. 
